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Currently, distribution systems are continuously evolving towards modern and flexible structures while
integrating promising renewable energy resources (RERs). In this regard, an optimal network constraint-
based expansion planning model combined with an optimal integration framework of intermittent RERs
is proposed in this work to improve the topological flexibility in modern distribution networks (DNs).
Specifically, the best investment locations and times of substations, lines, and RER-based distributed
generations (DGs) are jointly taken into consideration. Additionally, the uncertainty-based multiple
scenarios are modeled by probability distribution functions to strengthen the robustness and reliability
of DNs influenced by the stochastic of renewable energy and load behavior. The novel network constraint
is combined with three levels, where the first level introduces the graph theory to guarantee the radiality
topology of modern DNs. In the second level of the network constraint, graph theory and fictitious load
theory are collaboratively applied to ensure that each subsystem has a reserve connection interconnected
to other subsystems. The third level is modifying the conventional fictitious load theory to ensure each
subsystem is linked with at least one DG. The proposed planning model is driven by the minimum
present value of total cost, including investment cost of branches, DGs, and substations, cost of sub-
stations operation, the electricity purchasing cost of substations and DGs, power losses cost, and envi-
ronmental penalty cost of conventional generators. Numerical results are presented to verify that a more
flexible and resilient topology of the DN system is obtained, and criteria evaluation is introduced to
validate its higher performance with respect to existing procedures from power supplied quality, envi-
ronmental burden, and supplied flexibility three aspects.
© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The large amount of greenhouse gas emissions by fossil fuel
combustion brings many negative impacts on human health,
climate, and biodiversity. Renewable energy resources (RERs) are
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expected to play a pivotal role in global sustainable development
and improving the problems of the environment [1e4]. Therefore,
the penetration level and installed capacity of renewable energy
technologies in distribution networks (DNs) are increasing rapidly
[5,6]. The prediction conducted by National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) has projected that the yearly penetration of RERs
for the American power grid will increase to 60% by 2050 [7,8].
Accordingly, the installation location, time, and capacity of RER-
based distributed generations (DGs) should be involved in the DN
expansion planning decision-making [9e11].

The attributes of stochastic and uncertainty for the RERwill take
potential risks for the stability and safety operation of DN isolation.
Conventional constraints are insufficient to prevent the isolated
under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Nomenclature

A. Indices
i,j Indices for system nodes
t,t Indices for time stages
ij Indices for branches
g Indices for types of gases emission
e Indices for scenarios
ty Indices for types of construction components

B. Sets
T Set of time stages
UN Set of system nodes
USUB Set of substation nodes
UL Set of all system candidate branches
UW, UPV Sets of candidate nodes for wind- and PV-based DG,

respectively
Ui Set of adjacent nodes for node i
UT Set of transfer nodes
UO Set of chosen root node for subsystem

interconnection constraint
UST Set of fictitious load nodes for subsystem

interconnection constraint where UST ¼ UN/UT∩UO

USE Set of all scenarios

C. Parameters
CI
TL; C

I
W ; CI

PV ;C
I
SUB Costs of investing a new distribution line

($/km), a new wind- and PV-based DG ($),
and reinforcing an existing substation

lij Length of branches ij (km)
4 Total hours for one year (8760 h/year)
CM
SUB Operation cost of substation ($/(MVA)2h)

rSUBt ; rRERt Unit price of electricity purchased from substation
and RER-based DG at time stage t

Cpen
g ;dg Unit price of environmental penalty cost ($/kg) and

production coefficient (kg/MWh) for gases emission
in type g

CLoss Unit price of energy loss cost ($/MWh)
vcin, vcou, vrated The cut-in, cut-out, and ratedwind speed of wind

turbine.
Bij, Gij Susceptance and conductance of branch ij
SG,i,max, SG,rein, Sij,max Maximum apparent power of substation,

reinforcement apparent power of

substation, and a maximum capacity of
distribution line, respectively

Vmin, Vmax Minimum and maximum voltage magnitude
NB, NSUB, NL Number of system nodes, substation nodes, and DLs
nT Number of time stages
~Dst;i;t Nodal fictitious load for subsystem interconnection

constraint
~Dg;i;t Fictitious load of substation for DG connection

constraint

D. Variables
cIt ;c

M
t ;cEPt ;cEt ;c

NL
t Investment cost, substation operation cost,

electricity purchased cost, environmental
penalty cost, and network loss cost

CTPC The present value of the total planning cost
zij,t, uWi;t ; u

PV
i;t ;u

SUB
i;t binary variables associated with investing

branches, wind- and PV-based DGs, and
reinforcing existing substations

PD,e,i,t, QD,e,i,t Nodal active and reactive power of demand at
scenario e

PW,e,i,t, PPV,e,i,t Output power of RER-based DGs
PG,e,i,t, QG,e,i,t Active and reactive output power of substations
Pmax
W;e;i;t ; P

max
PV ;e;i;t Maximum capacity of DGs associated with the

wind speed and solar irradiance at node i, time
stage t, and scenario e

Pij,e,t, Qij,e,t Active and reactive power flow in the feeder ij
PLossij;e;t ; Q

Loss
ij;e;t Loss of active and reactive power by the branch ij

xij,t, b
W
i;t ; b

PV
i;t Binary variables associated with the operation

status of branches and RER-based DGs
Ve,i,t, qe,i,t Nodal voltage magnitude and angle
~Pg;i;t Fictitious power supplied by the root node for

subsystem interconnection constraint
~Pf ;ij;t Fictitious power flow in branches for subsystem

interconnection constraint
~PW;i;t ;

~PPV ;i;t Fictitious power supplied by RER-based DGs for DG
connection constraint

~Ph;ij;t Fictitious power flow in feeders for DG connection
constraint

hij,t Direction of fictitious power flow in feeders for DG
connection constraint
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operation of DN exclusively supplied by DG when the capacity of
DG is sufficient enough for the system load. Therefore, the radiality
constraints for the expansion planning problem considering DG
facilities have been discussed and summarized in many relevant
works [12e15]. However, the emphasis of these works was mainly
placed to avoid the isolation of DN and ensure the radial operation
topology of DN rather than discussing the flexibility improvement
and the power supply quality enhancement via integration with
DGs. DG is regarded as an effective measure to increase power
systems resilience after component outages [16] and ensure oper-
ational flexibility to mitigate the influence of the load fluctuations
or units start-up and shut-down. Also, the reserve connection is an
important method to improve load transfer capability when the
system suffers from contingencies. Based on the above discussion,
there is an urgent need to propose a method in the area of jointly
planning the investment siting, timing, and sizing of substations,
distribution lines (DLs), and DGs, taking into consideration a novel
138
network constraint for strengthening the topological flexibility of
modern DN system. The main target of this work is optimizing the
configuration of DN from the perspective of the topology, while the
design of the mechanisms for economic losses from component
outages and resilience evaluation based on N-k criteria is beyond
the scope of this paper.

From a methodological perspective, the graph theory-based
mathematical methodology for addressing the radiality topology
was proposed in Refs. [17,18]. However, for a system with only one
substation, the number of closed branches and the power flow
constraints implicitly imposed the connectivity conditions in many
DN reconfigurations to prevent the topology with loops [19]. Dis-
regarding the relationships between the number of substations and
the number of lines would reduce the applicability of the proposed
model in real-world grids. The work presented in Refs. [20e24]
extended the graph theory to improve the scalability and feasibility
of the radiality constraints to adapt multi-root nodes systems.
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However, the discussions of the system with transfer nodes (one
node with no generation or demand and only used to connect a
load node or other load nodes [12]) are insufficient. Therefore, the
radial constraints were modified before [12e14,25e27], to
accommodate the problems associated with transfer nodes.

Despite the fictitious load theoretic [12e14,26] or the graph
theory [25,27] have a good performance in addressing the problem
of transfer nodes based on imposing the radial topology for a DN,
relatively little attention was paid to increase the flexibility and
stability of each subsystemwith the integration of DG. For example,
from the simulation results observed in Refs. [12,13], and [28], the
isolated operation of the subsystem was avoided based on the
fictitious load theory, but the constraint was insufficient to guar-
antee the operational flexibility and resilience when a contingency
occurred on a substation since the subsystem had no connected
DGs. In Ref. [29], the natural disaster was introduced in a tri-level
planning model to harden the resilience of coupled power distri-
bution and transportation systems, but the effect of DGs on resil-
ience enhancement was not discussed sufficiently.

Moreover, previous research studies mainly focused on opti-
mizing the configuration and total costs in power systems, ignoring
enhancing the flexibility and resilience by reconstructing the con-
nectivity status of branches [13,25,30,31]. A noteworthy is that
better exploitation of the topology flexibility is essential to enhance
the DN resilience [32,33]. A novel resilient-constrained expansion
approach was modeled in Ref. [34], where generation units and
transmission lines were jointly considered to improve the resil-
ience of power systems against natural disasters. However, the
simulation was conducted based on a fully connected system, and
the multi-root nodes systemwas not comprehensively included. In
this regard, a sub-grid can be interconnected with other sub-grids
by reserve lines, thereby reinforcing the flexibility and reliability
when the DN suffers from disturbances that must be studied in
depth. Despite the deduction process from the spanning forest to
the spanning tree being discussed in detail before [12,19], the
connectivity constraint between sub-graphs was not fully imposed
for a multi-substations system in Ref. [12]. Also, for a single
substation-based DN that can be partitioned into multi-subsystems
only power supplied by DGs, the connectivity between sub-grids
was implicit in its topology [19].

Due to the increased uncertainty resulting from RERs and load
behavior will make the power grid planning more complicated,
which has become a practical issue that must be considered in
modern DN systems. In Ref. [35], the uncertainties of distributed
generation units and electric vehicles are taken into account in the
newapproach to complete the DN expansion planning problem. For
accurate expansion planning of the DN as well as DG unit, the ag-
gregates and models of autonomous DG units employing the en-
ergy hub theory were proposed in Ref. [36], and various scenarios
were generated by the daily load curves. The uncertainty was
categorized into long-term uncertainty and short-term uncertainty
in Ref. [37], where the demand growth factors were applied to the
long-term level, and for the short-term level, the historical datawas
used to generate multi-scenarios for each hour. In Ref. [38], the
uncertainties were captured by probability distribution functions
(pdfs), and the best planning scheme is obtained based on Monte
Carlo simulation. The Monte Carlo method and cluster-based sce-
nario reduction technique were collaborated to obtain the typical
scenarios for representing the impact of uncertainties in Ref. [39].
As per our knowledge, Monte Carlo simulation will prominently
increase the computational burden of the proposed model. There-
fore, discretizing the continuous random variables to many repre-
sentative scenarios by a given discrete step was widely utilized
[20,40,41]. Althoughmany papers usedmultiple scenarios tomodel
the uncertainty for improving the adaptability of the proposed
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model, few researchers have comprehensively studied planning
problems in incorporating adaptability and flexibility improvement
from a topological perspective simultaneously.

To cover the gap in the aforementioned literature, a novel
network constraint-based DN expansion planning model with
multi-scenarios is designed to determine the appropriate decisions
of substations reinforcement, DLs, and DGs investment. Due to the
intermittency resulting from the stochastic nature of RER and load
demand, the probability distribution functions are applied to
generate multi-scenario for increasing the robustness and appli-
cability of the planning results in extreme conditions. The proposed
three levels network constraint is devoted to satisfying the radial
topology of the DN, each substation is connected to at least one DG,
and each subsystem has candidate lines to interconnect with other
subsystems, which were not considered simultaneously in the
literature. Specifically, for the first level, the spanning forest theo-
rem is utilized to ensure the radial operation topology of sub-
systems. For the DG interconnection constraint, the power flow
constraint is an implicit condition for ensuring the radial topology
[19], so the fictitious load imposed at all nodes must be applied in
the spanning tree concept to guarantee each subsystem can be
interacted with another subsystem by reserve connection. In
contrast to previous literature [12e15,26], which assumed that the
fictitious load at installed locations of DGs must be supplied by the
substations for avoiding the isolated operation. This paper assumes
that fictitious demands are imposed at substation nodes. Such
fictitious nodal demands are only supplied by the locations in
which DGs are installed. In consideration of the potential benefits
of DGs integration for the environment and network losses, the
costs of environmental penalty and power losses are employed in
the objective function. Another potential merit of the proposed
planning model is the joint optimization of both uncertain RERs
and DLs simultaneously, which allows maximizing the technical
benefits to modern DNs while preserving enhanced operations
within the constraints. The resulting model is yielded as a mix-
integer nonlinear programming problem solved under the GAMS
environment. GAMS has been widely applied in addressing the
large-scale mathematical planning problem in power systems
[13,20,42e46].

The primary contributions of this work are highlighted as
follows:

C A methodology of RER and load uncertainty-based multi-
scenario model is presented. For increasing the adaptability
of the topology of modern DNs, the pdfs, which are recom-
mended to capture the uncertainty of RER and load fluctu-
ation, are introduced to generate the stochastic-based multi-
scenarios.

C A novel network constraint is modeled by incorporating the
graph theory and fictitious load theory for improving the
topological flexibility and resilience of DN. The radiality
condition is satisfied by spanning forest. The collaboration of
spanning tree and fictitious load are utilized to satisfy the
constraint of subsystem interconnection. The connection
with multi-type DGs constraint is guaranteed by the
extended fictitious load theory.

C For allowing decision-makers to properly configure the DN
systems, this paper conducts a comprehensive analysis to
simultaneously optimize the construction location, timing,
and capacity of DLs, and multiple intermittent RERs. In
addition, the reinforcement of substations is included. The
planning results reveal improved topological flexibility
compared to other existing procedures. Also, several indices
are introduced to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The gen-
eration method of the multi-scenario based on uncertainty char-
acteristics of the RERs and load demand is formulated in Section 2.
The network constraint-based expansion planning formulation is
modeled in Section 3. The case studies are implemented, and cor-
responding results are analyzed in Section 4. The relevant conclu-
sions and further works are drawn in section 5. The outline of the
proposed methodology is depicted in Fig. 1.

2. Modeling of the multi-types renewable energy and load
uncertain-based multi-scenario

It is essential to utilize an appropriate model to capture the
intermittent behavior of RER and load fluctuations [20]. The Beta
and Weibull probability distribution functions give a good perfor-
mance in modeling the uncertainty of wind speed and solar irra-
diance as recommended before [47]. Moreover, the results
discussed in Ref. [20] revealed that the Normal distribution prob-
ability is the most suitable function to describe the fluctuation of
system demand.

2.1. Modeling of the output power of wind-based DG

According to the previous relevant works, the Weibull pdf is
utilized to describe the random characteristics of wind speed in this
work, as set out in the following [47]:
Fig. 1. The general framework of the proposed methodology.
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fweibullðvÞ¼
k
c

�v
c

�k�1
exp

�
�
�v
c

�k�
(1)

where fweibull(v) is the Weibull pdf of wind speed v (m/s). The k is
the shape index, and c represents the scale index. These two in-
dexes can be obtained by mean (mw) and standard deviation (sw) of
the Weibull pdf, as in Refs. [20,48]:

k¼
�
sw
mw

��1:086

(2)

c¼ mw

G
�
1þ 1

k

� (3)

The per-unit value of the output power from wind-based DG
was modeled in Refs. [47,49] based on the daily wind speed curve.
In accordance with the power curve of wind turbine (WT), the
simplified output model can be classified into three parts, which is
described by (4) as follows [15,20,48]:

Pwind
�
vay
	¼
8>>>><
>>>>:

0 0 � vay � vcin; vay � vcou

Prated � vay � vcin
vrated � vcin

vcin � vay � vrated

Prated vrated � vay � vcou

(4)

When the wind speed is lower than the cut-in wind speed or
larger than the cut-out wind speed, the output power of WT is
equal to 0. The output curve roughly shows a linear characteristic
when the actual wind speed between cut-in and rated wind speed.
The WT is operating in rated power when the actual wind speed
between the rated and cut-out wind speed. Pwind(vay) is the output
power of aWTat wind speed vay, and vay represents the wind speed
at state y. Prated denotes the rated output power of a WT.
2.2. Modeling of the output power of PV-based DG

The randomness of solar irradiance is accommodated by uti-
lizing the Beta pdf, as follows:

fbetaðsÞ¼

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

Gðaþ bÞ
GðaÞGðbÞs

ða�1Þð1� sÞðb�1Þ for 0 � s � 1

;a � 0; b � 0

0 otherwise

(5)

b¼
 
1�mb

! 
mbð1� mbÞ

s2b
�1

!
(6)

a¼ mb � b

1� mb
(7)

where fbeta(s) is called the Beta pdf of solar irradiance s, kW/m2. a, b
are the distribution parameters of Beta pdf, which can be calculated
by mean (mb) and standard deviation (sb) of the Beta pdf [47].
Therefore, the output power of the PV-based DG can be calculated
by the following equations [15,49]:

TCy ¼ TA þ say

�
NOT � 20

0:8

�
(8)
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Iy ¼ say½ISC þKiðTC �25Þ� (9)

Vy ¼VOC � KVTCy (10)

FF ¼VMMP � IMMP

VOC � ISC
(11)

Ppv
�
say
	¼NP � FF � Iy � Vy (12)

where TCy is the cell temperature during the state y, TA is the
ambient temperature (◦C), KV is the voltage temperature coefficient
V/C, Ki is the current temperature coefficient A/C and NOT is the
nominal operating temperature of the cell. ISC is the short circuit
current, in A, VOC is the open-circuit voltage, in V, IMMP represents
the current at the maximum power point, in A and VMMP represents
the voltage at themaximumpower point, in V. FF is the fill factor,NP

is called the number of modules, Ppv(say) is the per-unit output
power at the state y, and say is the solar irradiance of the state y.
2.3. Modeling of the fluctuation of load demand

In this work, the Normal pdf is adopted to describe the fluctu-
ating deviation in the demand load where the deviation degree
from the mean value represents the fluctuation amplitude of the
load. The expression of Normal pdf is represented by Equation (13)
as follows:

fnormalðdÞ¼
1

sn
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p exp

"
��d� m2n

	
2s2n

#
(13)

where fnormal(d) is the Normal distribution of fluctuating deviation
of load d. mn and sn are denoting the mean and standard deviation
of the Normal pdf, respectively. Therefore, the load demand can be
calculated by (14).

PD
�
day
	¼ PDst � day (14)

where PD(day) is the actual load demand considering the fluctuating
deviation, PDst is the static load data, and day is the fluctuating de-
viation degree of load demand at the state y.
2.4. Multi-scenario selection

To increase the robustness and applicability of the planning
result based on the influence of the uncertainty, the generation
method of the multi-scenario is involved in this paper. As in
Ref. [20], these pdfs must be divided intomultiple equal intervals to
represent different operation states. The size of each state is
dependent on the number of the intervals Ns, the mean (mm), and
the standard deviation (sm) of the selected distribution function m,
m ¼ {Weibull, Beta, Normal}. The value of the midpoint of each
interval denotes each state (MD(r)), which can be calculated as
follows [20]:

MDðrÞ¼

8>>><
>>>:

mm þ
�
10sm
Ns

�
ðr � 0:5NsÞ odd Ns

mm þ
�
10sm
Ns

�
ðr � 0:5ðNs þ 1ÞÞ even Ns

(15)

The probability of each state can be indicated as (16):
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Pmðya � y� ybÞ¼
ðyb
ya

fmðyÞdy (16)

where ya and yb represent the starting and the ending for the state
y, respectively. Pm(y) is the probability of state y, and fm(y) is called
the probability density of state y. It is worth noting that, due to the
value of the parameters selected for each pdf, the value of the
midpoint calculated by (15) probably is lower than zero. In the
domain of Weibull, Beta, and Normal pdfs, the negative values are
unacceptable. Therefore, the negative values must be converted, as
given in Ref. [50].

After obtaining the independent distribution probability of each
state for wind speed, solar irradiance, and load fluctuation, the
probability of the multi-scenarios can be calculated by (17) [47]:

xe ¼ PweibullðvwsÞ � PbetaðssiÞ � Pnormal

�
dlf
�

ce2USE (17)

where xe denotes the probability of the scenario e; vws, ssi, and dlf
represent the state of wind speed, solar irradiance, and load fluc-
tuation, respectively. The methodology of multi-scenario selection
and the probability calculation of each scenario is illustrated in
Fig. 2.

3. Expansion planning model formulation

This section formulates the joint expansion planning model
considering network constraints for determining the configuration
siting, sizing, and timing of substations, DLs, and DGs. The graph
and fictitious load-based network constraints are incorporated to
reinforce the operational flexibility and resilience of DN from the
topological perspective. The spanning forest is introduced to
guarantee the radial topology, and the spanning tree and fictitious
load theories are collaborated to complete subsystems intercon-
nection via reserve connection. Also, this paper imposes the ficti-
tious load at substation nodes, which must be supplied by DGs for
guaranteeing each subsystem is linked with at least one DG. Thus,
the objective is to minimize the present value of overall planning
costs, including the costs related to the investment cost of DLs, DGs,
and substations, the operation cost of substations, the electricity
purchasing cost of substations and DGs, the environmental penalty
cost, and the network losses cost.

3.1. Objective function and cost-related terms

According to Refs. [13,31], the objective function can be
expressed by (18) as follows:

CTPC ¼
X
t2T

1

If
�
1þ If

�tcIt þX
t2T

1�
1þ If

�t �cMt þ cEPt þ cEt þ cNLt
�

þ 1

If
�
1þ If

�nT

�
cMnT

þ cEPnT
þ cEnT

þ cNLnT

�

(18)

As can be seen in Equation (18). The first term on the right side
represents the present value of the investment cost under the
assumption of a perpetual or infinite planning horizon. The present
value of the operating costs throughout the time stages is repre-
sented in the second term of the right side, including the cost of
substation operation, electricity purchasing cost, the environ-
mental penalty cost, and the network losses cost. Finally, the last
termmodels the present value of the operating costs incurred after



Fig. 2. The diagram of multi-scenario selection and probability calculation.
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the last time stage [30]. The related costs in the third term depend
on the values of those costs at the last time stage while also
assuming a perpetual planning horizon [13,31]. Related cost terms
in Equation (18) are formulated as follows:

cIt ¼
X
ij2UL

f TLCI
TLlijzij;t

.
2þ

X
i2UW

fWuWi;t C
I
W þ

X
i2UPV

f PVuPVi;t C
I
PV

þ
X

i2USUB

f SUBuSUBi;t CI
SUB

(19)

cMt ¼
X

e2USE

X
i2USUB

4xeC
M
SUBS

sqr
G;e;i;t (20)
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cEPt ¼
X

e2USE

X
i2USUB

4xer
SUB
t PG;e;i;t þ

X
e2USE

X
i2UW

4xer
RER
t PW;e;i;t

þ
X

e2USE

X
i2UPV

4xer
RER
t PPV;e;i;t (21)

cEt ¼
X

e2USE

X
g2fcd;sd;ong

X
i2USUB

4xeC
pen
g dgPG;e;i;t (22)

cNTt ¼
X

e2USE

X
ij2UL

4xeP
Loss
ij;e;tCLoss

.
2 (23)

f ty ¼ If
�
1þ If

��
1þ If

�hty
.��

1þ If
�hty �1

�
cty

¼ fDL;WT; PV; SUBg (24)

In Equation (19), the investment cost at each stage includes the
branch's construction cost, wind- and PV-based DGs construction
costs, and substation reinforcement cost. zij,t, uWi;t , u

PV
i;t and uSUBi;t
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represent the construction status of DL, wind- and PV-based DG,
and reinforcement status of substations, respectively; if the com-
ponents are constructed or reinforced at time stage t, the status
variables are equal to 1; otherwise, equal to 0. The operation cost of
substations is modeled by Equation (20). The electricity purchasing
cost at each stage is dependent on the energy price of the sub-
station and RER, as expressed by Equation (21), in which rSUBt ; rRERt
represent the unit price of electricity purchasing from substation
and RER, respectively. According to Ref. [51], carbon dioxide, sulfur
dioxide, and oxynitride are only generated by the traditional units,
while the polluted gases emitted by RER-based DG are equal to 0, so
the environmental penalty cost is exclusively determined by sub-
stations, as in Equation (22). Equation (23) corresponds to the
network loss cost. The capital recovery rates of DL, wind-based DG,
and PV-based DG can be calculated by Equation (24). Since the
same branch has been computed twice, the first term of (19) and
(23) is divided by 2 where the reason will be explained in
subsection 3.4.
3.2. Power balance constraints

For a distribution system, the balance of nodal power flow is one
of the most critical issues. According to Ref. [20], the general power
flow equations can be described as follows:

PG;e;i;t � PD;e;i;t �
X
j2Ui

Pij;e;t þ PW;e;i;t þ PPV;e;i;t �
X
j2Ui

PLossij;e;t

¼ 0 ct2T ; i2UN; e2USE (25)

QG;e;i;t �QD;e;i;t �
X
j2Ui

Qij;e;t �
X
j2Ui

QLoss
ij;e;t

¼ 0 ct2T ; i2UN; e2USE (26)

Pij;e;t ¼ xij;t
�
V2
e;i;tGij �Ve;i;tVe;j;tGij cos

�
qe;i;t � qe;j;t

	
�Ve;i;tVe;j;tBij sin

�
qe;i;t � qe;j;t

	�
cij2UL; t2T ; e2USE

(27)

Qij;e;t ¼ xij;t
�
�V2

e;i;tBij�Ve;i;tVe;j;tGij sin
�
qe;i;t � qe;j;t

	
þVe;i;tVe;j;tBij cos

�
qe;i;t � qe;j;t

	�
cij2UL; t2T ; e2USE

(28)

PLossij;e;t ¼ xij;tGij

�
V2
e;i;t þV2

e;j;t � 2Ve;i;tVe;j;t cos
�
qe;j;t � qe;i;t

	�
cij2UL; t2T ; e2USE

(29)

QLoss
ij;e;t ¼ � xij;tBij

�
V2
e;i;t þV2

e;j;t �2Ve;i;tVe;j;t cos
�
qe;j;t � qe;i;t

	�
cij2UL; t2T ; e2USE

(30)

Equations (25) and (26) model the active and reactive power
flow in each node, respectively. Note that, the reactive power by DG
is assumed to be very small in this paper, so the active power
produced by DG is only considered. The power flow in branch ij is
calculated by equations (27) and (28), respectively using the nodal
voltages Ve,i,t, and angles qe,i,t. The power flow depends on the bi-
nary variable xij,t, which represents the operation status of line ij, if
the line ij is operating at time stage t, xij,t ¼ 1, otherwise, xij,t ¼ 0.
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Also, themodel of power loss with this status variable is formulated
by equations (29) and (30).
3.3. Operation and construction constraints

The relevant constraints of construction and operation are
presented as follows:

SsqrG;e;i;t �
 
SG;i;max þ

Xt
t¼1

uSUBi;t SG;rein

!2

ci2USUB; t2T ; e2USE

(31)

SsqrG;e;i;t ¼ P2G;e;i;t þ Q2
G;e;i;t ci2USUB; t2T; e2USE (32)

Ssqrij;e;t � xij;t
�
Sij;max

	2
cij2UL; t2T; e2USE (33)

Ssqrij;e;t ¼ P2ij;e;t þ Q2
ij;e;t cij2UL; t2T; e2USE (34)

0� PW;e;i;t � bWi;t P
max
W;e;i;t ci2UW; t2T ; e2USE (35)

0� PPV;e;i;t � bPVi;t P
max
PV;e;i;t ci2UPV; t2T; e2USE (36)

Vmin �Ve;i;t � Vmax ci2UN; t2T ; e2USE (37)

�p � qe;i;t � p ci2UN; t2T ; e2USE (38)

xij;t �
Xt
t¼1

zij;t cij2UL; t2T (39)

bWi;t �
Xt
t¼1

uWi;t ci2UW; t2T (40)

bPVi;t �
Xt
t¼1

uPVi;t ci2UPV; t2T (41)

X
t2T

zij;t �1 cij2UL (42)

X
t2T

uWi;t �1 ci2UW (43)

X
t2T

uPVi;t �1 ci2UPV (44)

X
t2T

uSUBi;t �1 ci2USUB (45)

0
@X

i2UW

PW;e;i;t þ
X
i2UPV

PPV;e;i;t

1
A, X

i2UN

PD;e;i;t � z ct2 T; e2USE

(46)

Constraint (31) ensures that the square of the apparent power of
the substation must be lower than the square of the maximum
capacity [52]. For a substation without reinforcement, the second
item of the right side in the constraint (31) is zero. The square of the
apparent power of a substation is calculated by (32). Constraint (33)
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ensures that the square of the apparent power of the line ijmust be
less than the square of the thermal capacity. If the line does not
operate at the time stage t, the apparent power of the line must be
zero. The square of the apparent power of the line is calculated by
(34) and the output power of DG is limited by (35)-(36). Note that,
Pmax
W;e;i;t and Pmax

PV ;e;i;t are determined by the wind speed and solar

irradiance at scenario e, respectively. Different scenarios lead to a
different maximum capacity of RER-based DG. The magnitude of
voltage and angle in each bus at each scenario must be limited
within the permissible limits, as set out in (37) and (38). Constraints
(39)e(41) ensure that the DLs and RER-based DGs can be used only
if the components have been constructed. Constraints (42)e(45)
guarantee that the decisions for investing the DLs, DGs, and sub-
stations must be executed at most once over the planning horizon.
The penetration level of DG is bounded by (46).
3.4. Network constraints

1) : Radiality Constraint

Based on the knowledge of graph theory, it is known that a
system with more than one root is a connected graph with (m-n)
arcs, as shown in Refs. [12,19], where them and n are the number of
lines and the amount of the roots, respectively. However, this al-
gorithm is insufficient to eliminate the loops and isolationwhen DG
is taken into consideration because it provides extra energy for
supplying load demand. Therefore, the spanning forest should be
applied to guarantee the radiality condition, as set out in equations
(47) to (50):

aij;t þaji;t ¼ xij;t cij2UL; t2T (47)

X
j2Ui

aij;t �1 ci2UN

,
USUB; t2T (48)

aij;t ¼0 ci2USUB; j2Ui; t2T (49)

xij;t ¼ xji;t cij2UL; ji2UL; t2T (50)

where the aij,t and aji,t are binary variables corresponding to
represent the relationship between node i and node j based on the
operation status variable xij,t. Equation (47) indicates that if either
node j is the parent of node i at the time stage t (aij,t¼ 1), or node i is
the parent of node j at the time stage t (aji,t ¼ 1). Equation (48)
indicates that every node except the substation node has at most
one parent, while the substation node has no parents, as shown in
Equation (49). The constraint given in Equation (50) is a prerequi-
site condition for Equation (47). Note that aij,tþaji,t ¼ xji,t will cause
conflict for Equation (47) without the constraint in Equation (50);
thus, each branch ij will be computed twice in equations (19) and
(23) after constrained by Equation (50). This is the reason why
these equations must be divided by 2.

The drawback of this algorithm is that it is insufficient for a
system with transfer nodes. Since the transfer node is not a ter-
minal one, it has at least two circuits for connecting ‘upstream’ and
‘downstream’ nodes. According to Ref. [12], the model of the uti-
lization of the transfer node is represented as follows:

xij;t � yj;t cij2UL; j2UT; t2T (51)

xji;t � yj;t cji2UL; j2UT; t2T (52)
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X
i2Uj

�
xij;t þ xji;t

	,
2 � 2yj;t cj2UT; t2T (53)

yj;t 2 f0;1g cj2UT; t2T (54)

where the binary variable yj,t represents whether the transfer node
j is used or not at the time stage t. yj,t ¼ 1 if the transfer node j is
used, otherwise, the transfer node j is not used. Equations (51) and
(52) indicate that the line connected to a transfer node is operating
only if the transfer node is used. Equation (53) ensures that the
transfer node is not the terminal node, and the left side of the
formula must be divided by 2 because of the constraint in (50).
Therefore, the radiality constraint for a system can be expressed by
Equation (55) as follows:

X
ij2UL

xij;t

,
2 ¼ NB � NSUB �

X
j2UT

�
1� yj;t

�
ct2T (55)

2) : Subsystem Interconnection Constraint

As discussed above, constraints expressed by equations 47e55
are sufficient to guarantee the radial topology of a k-sub-graph
DN system. However, each subsystem independently operated is
extremely fragile when the main generation node (substation
node) suffers from an outage. For improving the flexibility and
resilience of a DN, the spanning tree is used to select the spares
branches for connecting with all forest sub-graphs. This spanning
tree sub-graph is regarded as the virtual network topology for
dealing with the potential outage of the DN.

The spanning forest with three sub-graphs is shown in Fig. 3(a),
while the spanning tree can be seen in Fig. 3(b). Each spanning
forest sub-graph has a root node, which is in red color, and all the
sub-graphs have radial topology. As proved in Ref. [19], the span-
ning tree can be formed by selecting two of the remaining
disconnected branches to enable the interconnection of the sub-
graphs. Therefore, the topology in Fig. 3(a) can be transformed
into that in Fig. 3(b). Thus, gij,t, yij,t, and rj,t correspond to the
operating status variable, connectivity status variable, and transfer
node status variable, respectively, for configuring the fictitious
spanning tree sub-graph which must be introduced in this algo-
rithm. The subsystem interconnection constraint should be satis-
fied by (56) as follows:

X
ij2UL

gij;t ¼NB � 1�
X
j2UT

�
1� rj;t

	
ct2T (56)

yij;t þ yji;t ¼ gij;t cij2UL; t2T (57)

X
j2Ui

yij;t �1 ci2UN

,
UO; t2T (58)

yij;t ¼0 ci2UO; j2Ui; t2T (59)

xij;t � gij;t cij2UL;t2T (60)



Fig. 3. A spanning forest and a spanning tree.
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gij;t �
Xt
t¼1

zij;t cij2UL; t2T (61)

gij;t ¼ gji;t cij2UL; ji2UL; t2T (62)

gij;t ; rj;t must be satisfied by (51)e(54)
Equation (56) is the radial operation constraint of the spanning

tree sub-graph for the DN. Equations 57e59 avoid the loop and
isolated operation of the spanning tree sub-graph. The construction
constraints of reserve branches are shown in equations (60) and
(61). Similarly, Equation (62) is used to ensure the feasibility of
Equation (57). Moreover, the subsystem interconnection constraint
must be suitable for a system with transfer nodes.

Nevertheless, the effectiveness of the radiality constraint is
based on the connectivity condition, which is implicitly imposed by
power flow. Hence, in this paper, the fictitious load is introduced to
support the interconnection of subsystems. The fictitious generator
is at one substation node, and the fictitious demand is at other
nodes except the chosen substation node and all transfer nodes.

~Pg;i;t � ~Dst;i;t ¼
X
j2Ui

�
~Pf ;ij;t � ~Pf ;ji;t

�
ci2UN; t2T (63)

0� ~Pg;i;t �
X
i2UST

~Dst;i;t ci2UO; t2T (64)

0� ~Pf ;ij;t � gij;t
X
i2UST

~Dst;i;t cij2UL; t2T (65)

~Dst;i;t ¼
�
1 ci2UST; t2T
0 ci;UST; t2T

(66)

Such nodal fictitious loads are exclusively supplied by a chosen
substation node. The fictitious power flow balance is calculated by
(63). Constraints (64)e(65) bound the injected power of the chosen
substation and power flow through the constructed branches. The
nodal fictitious demand is set as 1 p.u., and the fictitious demand at
the remaining nodes is equal to 0, as given in (66).

3) : DG Connection Constraint

One of the drawbacks of the fictitious load theory enforced in
previous work is that it is insufficient to guarantee all subsystems
connected with DGs, as illustrated by the results in Ref. [13]. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, a system integrated with DGs
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enables more flexibility and resilience for the outage or the
scheduling plan adjustment of the main generation. Hence, rele-
vant constraints must be executed to guarantee that each subsys-
tem is linked with at least one DG for preventing the perturbation.
Unlike [13,14], which set the fictitious demand load at the candi-
date locations for DGs installation, this work assumes that the
fictitious demand is at the substation. Such fictitious load can only
be supplied by the injection power of DGs. Thus, the constraint of
each subsystem connected with DG is completed. The difference
between the application of the common fictitious load and the
proposed DG connection constraint is illustrated by a DN system
consisting of two independently operated subsystems. The illus-
tration of this problem is shown in Fig. 4.

The general fictitious load algorithm is effective to avoid the
loops or isolations if a DG unit is integrated, as can be observed in
subsystem 2 in Fig. 4 (a). However, it cannot guarantee that each
subsystem is connected with DGs as shown in subsystem 1. On the
contrary, the proposed fictitious load-based DG connection
constraint in this work imposes the fictitious demand at the sub-
station. The fictitious demand must be supplied by DGs, and the
virtual power is flowing from the locations for DGs installation to
substation nodes. As shown in Fig. 4(b), subsystem 1 also needs to
install a DG to feed the fictitious demand at Bus 1. Consequently, the
constraint of the DG connection can be achieved by the modified
fictitious load theorem. The DG connection constraint is added as
follows:

~PW;i;t þ ~PPV;i;t � ~Dg;i;t ¼
X
j2Ui

�
~Ph;ij;t � ~Ph;ji;t

�
ci2UN; t2T

(67)

0� ~PW;i;t � uWi;t ci2UW; t2T (68)

0� ~PPV;i;t � uPVi;t ci2UPV; t2T (69)

0� ~Ph;ij;t � hij;t cij2UL; t2T (70)

hij;t þhji;t ¼ xij;t cij2UL; t2T (71)

~Dg;i;t ¼
�
1 ci2USUB; t2T
0 ci;USUB; t2T

(72)

The fictitious power flow balance is represented by (67), the
fictitious load at substation nodes that must be supplied by the
nodes where DGs are installed. Inequality constraints in equations



Fig. 4. Illustration of DG connection constraint. (a) conventional fictitious load, (b) novel fictitious load for DG connection constraint.
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68e70 bound the output of RER-based DG and fictitious flow of
branches, respectively. The direction of fictitious power flow is
represented by Equation (71), which ensures that the fictitious flow
is only one direction. The fictitious demand at substation nodes is
equal to 1 p.u., while other nodes are equal to 0, as given by
Equation (72).
Fig. 5. Diagram of the 24-node DN.
4. Numerical results

4.1. System under study

A 24-node 20 kV distribution network shown in Fig. 5 is used to
validate the effectiveness of the proposed network constraint-
based expansion planning method considering the uncertainty of
RERs and the fluctuation of the load. The system described in
Ref. [13] includes 4 substation nodes, 20 load nodes, and 33
candidate branches. The set of candidate locations for DG installa-
tion are: UW ¼ {2, 3, 7, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20}, UPV ¼ {1, 4, 5, 9, 15, 17, 18,
19}. From a long-term planning perspective, this system is analyzed
over a three-year horizon. The static peak load demand data in each
time stage and branch lengths can be found in Ref. [13]. The interest
rate is 12.5%, and the system power factor equals 0.9 [20]. Upper
and lower bounds for system nodal voltages are equal to 1.05 p.u.
and 0.95 p.u., respectively, on a 20-kV base, while the voltage of the
slack bus is set as 1.0 p.u. Node 21 is selected to be the root node for
the subsystem interconnection constraint. The value of resistance
and reactance for all candidate lines are equal to 0.1932 U/km and
0.2279 U/km, respectively. Also, the thermal capacity and invest-
ment cost for all candidate DLs is set as 10 MVA and 30000 $/km,
respectively. The energy losses cost of the branch is 50$/MWh, and
the operational cost of the substation is 1$/((MVA)2h) [12,20]. The
maximum capacity for all substations is 12MVA. The reinforcement
apparent power is set to 8MVA and the updated cost for an existed
substation includes substation expansion cost and transformer
installation cost [13]. Thus, the total investment cost of reinforcing
the substation is 8 000 000 $.

The power supply from the substation is fed from conventional
generators (coal-fired) in the upper grid. Fossil fuel combustionwill
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produce carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and oxynitride, which cause
air pollution, water pollution, and global warming and affect public
health [5]. Therefore, the emission factor for coal-fired generators
and the penalty factors for carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and
oxynitride are introduced, as given before [51]. The rated power of
the wind-based DG unit is 10 MW, where the cut-in speed, cut-out
speed, and rated speed are equal to 4 m/s, 18 m/s, and 10 m/s,
respectively. The relevant parameters of PV modules are the same
as given in Ref. [47]. The selected distribution parameters of pdf are
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listed in Table 1. The lifetime for all components is set as 15 years.
Table 2 presents the unit price of energy purchased from sub-
stations and DGs for each time stage. The investment costs for
wind- and PV-based DG units are 5 000 000 $ and 2 880 000 $,
respectively. The penetration level for RER-based DG is assumed to
be 30%.

For analyzing the effectiveness of the proposed network
constraint-based planning model, two case studies have been
presented. In the first case, only the radiality constraint is consid-
ered. Secondly, network constraints, including radiality constraint,
subsystem interconnection constraint, and DG connection
constraint, are allowed.

The proposed optimization model is a mix-integer nonlinear
programming problem, which is executed in GAMS environment
[53] using Dell PC with an Intel Core i5-10400, CPU 2.90 GHz, 16 GB
RAM.

4.2. Case studies and results

To demonstrate the validation of the proposed network
constraint-basedmethod, two case studies were conducted: a) only
the radiality constraint is considered, and b) the optimization
model with the proposed network constraint. The results of these
studies are depicted in Fig. 6. As can be observed, the DN system in
both cases has radial topology in each time stage, demonstrating
the high performance of the radiality constraint. The topology of
both two cases is fairly close, but it can be seen that the timing of
investing DGs in the case with the network-based constraint is
entirely different from the case only with radiality constraint. For
Fig. 6. The simulation results of the studied test system. (a)
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the case with network-based constraint, three wind-based DGs and
one PV-based DG are installed at time stage 1 because of the DG
connection constraint, while in the case with only radiality
constraint, there are no installed DGs until time stage 3. In the
meantime, the configuration of extra DLs is available to guarantee
that each subsystem has a reserve connection for satisfying the
interconnection constraint at each time stage, as shown in Fig. 6(b).
The planning results given before [13] also proved that the DG
connection constraint and subsystem interconnection constraint
cannot be satisfied without the novel network constraint proposed
in this work.

The yearly cost information in both cases is presented in Table 3.
For the case of using radiality constraint only, the largest invest-
ment cost of DG is incurred at time stage 3 and corresponds to the
construction of five wind-based DG units. However, the highest
investment costs of DG are incurred at stage 1 with regard to the
case of using the network constraint. The construction expenses
including lines and DG units are much higher than the case of using
radiality constraint because more DG units and extra branches
must be configured to satisfy the DG connection constraint and
subsystem interconnection constraint. Additionally, due to the case
of using network constraint installed DG units earlier, it has a
stronger ability for consuming renewable energy than the case of
using radiality constraint only. Specifically, although it has to spend
more expenditures to install DGs for the case with network con-
straints, the yearly purchasing costs from substations are decreased
by 22.54 � 105 $ and 41.98 � 105 $ for time stages 1 and 2,
respectively. Analogously, the yearly environmental penalty cost for
the case with network constraint is decreased by approximately
only radiality constraint. (b) with network constraint.



Table 1
Parameters Selection of Probability Distribution function.

Function selection Parameters setting

Wind speed Weibull Shape ¼ 1.9, Scale ¼ 6.07 [20]
Solar irradiance Beta Alpha ¼ 0.27, Beta ¼ 1.3 [20]
Load demand Normal Mean ¼ 1.0, Stdev. ¼ 0.01

Table 2
The unit price of energy purchased from the substation and DG ($/MWh).

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Substation 63.3 70.0 76.1
RER-based DG 40.5 46.3 52.5
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26.9% and 27.1% for time stages 1 and 2, respectively. However, the
purchasing cost from the substation and the environmental penalty
cost were only reduced by approximately 2.1% at stage 3. The re-
sults clarify that five wind-based DG units are installed to
compensate for the energy supplied by substations in the case of
using radiality constraints. In the meantime, the proposed novel
network constraint substantially reduces the yearly network loss
cost, while the differences between these two cases are not distinct
at time stage 3. Accordingly, the proposed network-based planning
model not only improves the topological flexibility and resilience,
but also promotes renewable energy consumption, yields benefits
for the environment, and enhances the economic operation of the
modern DN system.
4.3. Extended analysis

This section presents three relevant indicators to evaluate the
planning results in power quality, operation flexibility of DN, and
environmental benefits for society of the above two cases, as
follows:

1) The average voltage deviation rate of system nodes for all sce-
narios is efficient to evaluate the energy supplied quality of the
DN.

2) The load rate of substations and DGs for all scenarios is proposed
to evaluate the flexibility of the DN. The lower the load rate for
substations and DGs, the higher the reserve capacity rate for
increasing the resilience of DN to address the system
disturbance.
Table 3
Yearly cost for two cases (105$) at stages 1e3.

Item

Radiality Constraint Only Line Investment
DG Investment
Substation Expansion Investment
Substation Operation
Electricity Purchasing from Substation
Electricity Purchasing from DG
Environmental Penalty
Network Loss

With Network Constraint Line Investment
DG Investment
Substation Expansion Investment
Substation Operation
Electricity Purchasing from Substation
Electricity Purchasing from DG
Environmental Penalty
Network Loss
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3) The environmental burden is proposed to evaluate the negative
impact on the environment. Note that the environmental
burden is calculated by the environmental penalty cost.

It is worth mentioning that all these presented indicators are
low excellent indexes. Hence after transforming them to high
excellent indexes, this will show the opposite effect. The higher the
value, the better the performance.

This work utilizes the technique for order of preference by
similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) to evaluate these indices due to
its wide application in prioritizing the DN infrastructure projects
[54]. The radar map of the normalized three indicators of the three
stages is presented in Fig. 7. Note that Fig. 7(a)e7(c) represent the
time stages 1e3, respectively. It can be found that, compared with
the model with radiality constraint only, the proposed network
constraint-based planning method has a better performance
related to voltage deviation rate, load rate, and environmental
burden for the time stage 1 and 2, respectively. For time stage 3, the
normalized values of all indicators are very close. The TOPSIS
evaluation result shows that the case of using network constraint
provides better indications at each time stage. This phenomenon
illustrates that each subsystem constructs at least one DG, which is
efficient to support the voltage quality for the DN. Also, more DGs
installation will increase the consumption of renewable energy,
which is beneficial for the environment. In the meantime, more DG
unit installation means more reserve capacity for increasing the
operational flexibility when DN suffers from a disturbance or
outage.

The yearly environmental cost along with the penetration of
RER-based DG is shown in Fig. 8. It could be noted that, with the
increase of the DG penetration level from 10% to 30%, the yearly
environmental cost for each time stage is decreasing. In other
words, the higher consumption of renewable energy, the lower the
emission of greenhouse gases, and the better the benefits for the
environment.

The voltage fluctuation range of multi-scenarios for the pro-
posed planning model is illustrated in Fig. 9. Fig. 9 (a), (b), and (c)
show the voltage fluctuation for each time stage, respectively. It is
worth noting that the analysis is only for the node with load,
substation nodes and transfer nodes are not involved. According to
the peak load demand data in Ref. [13], the system nodewith load is
node 1 to node 10, node 1 to node 16, and node 1 to node 20 from
time stage 1e3, respectively. As can be observed from Fig. 9,
different scenarios resulting from the uncertainty of RER and load
lead to various voltagemagnitudes for each system node. The scope
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

1.01 0.35 0.04
- - 37.69
- - 24.12
9.67 18.61 32.06
83.87 154.42 212.91
- - 49.14
1.82 3.03 3.85
0.25 0.51 0.75
1.10 0.35 0.04
26.96 - 15.08
- - 24.12
5.81 11.48 31.35
61.33 112.44 208.55
14.25 27.12 52.15
1.33 2.21 3.77
0.18 0.34 0.75



Fig. 7. Radar map of normalized the evaluation criteria based on TOPSIS. (a) Stage 1, (b)
Stage 2, (c) Stage 3.

Fig. 8. Yearly environmental cost along with the penetration level for DG.
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of voltage fluctuation is increased from stage 1 to stage 3. However,
the scope of voltage fluctuation for all system nodes satisfies the
voltage constraint. This verified that the planning result has good
performance to adapt to different operating conditions. Thus, this
assessment provides a very good indication that the proposed
network-based constraint expansion planning model is not only
sufficient to ensure the radiality constraint, DG connection
constraint, and subsystem interconnection constraint for all sub-
systems, but also the planned topology is reliable with respect to
multi-scenarios.
149
5. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel network constraint-based optimi-
zation model considering the multi-scenarios resulting from the
stochastic of intermittent RER and load demand. Some significant
modeling features have been presented as follows:

C The uncertainty-based multi-scenarios model is formulated
by introducing pdfs to capture the uncertainty of RER and
load demand. The simulation results illustrate the DN system
topology which is adapted to stochastic-based multiple
scenarios.

C The effectiveness of the novel network constraint model
combining with radiality constraint, subsystem intercon-
nection constraint, and DG connection constraint is verified
through numerical results. The radial topology is guaranteed
by the graph-based algorithm, the problem associated with
the transfer node is solved, simultaneously. The graph-based
theory and fictitious load theory are collaborated to ensure
the interconnection with independent subsystems. Each
subsystem connected with at least one DG is achieved by the
extended fictitious load theory.

C The simulation results are compared with both the case of
only using radially constraint and the results are given before
[13]. The network constraint-based expansion planning
model is efficient in selecting the optimal location and time
for DG units and configuring extra branches to improve the
topological flexibility and resilience of the DN. Also, the
extended analysis validated the higher performance of the
proposed model.

In this paper, the incorporation of network-constraint and un-
certainties of renewable energy and load is strengthening the
flexibility and adaptability of the power systems from a topological
perspective. On the other hand, considerating the uncertainties of
system component outage and branches congestion can be studied
in depth in future work. It would be beneficial to consider the
distributed energy storage systems, such as the charging stations of
electric vehicles, for reducing the load shedding when outages and
congestion occurred through the active response, however, the
uncertainty of charging behaviors will make the problem more
complicated. Furthermore, it would be interesting to assess the
impact of harmonic power flow on network losses and system



Fig. 9. The voltage fluctuation scope for multi-scenarios. (a) Stage 1, (b) Stage 2, (c) Stage 3.
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stability affected by large-scale distributed energy systems
integration.
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